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This domain is registered for one of our customers.

If this is your domain name, please visit this page to see how to register it as DNS zone into your account.

Note: If you already have registered the DNS zone for your domain name, please wait for DNS propagation. Your web site will be displayed soon. It may take few minutes.

* Do you know what Round Robin Load Balancing is?



Suggested article from our blog: Round Robin Load Balancing. Simple and efficient

Round Robin Load Balancing is a very popular method that spreads the incoming traffic across multiple servers. It is well known due to the fact it is super efficient and simple to implement. It functions on a rotation basis. So, when user requests appear, they are forwarded to a group of servers, and as a result, the load is balanced effectively. This technique is especially recommended if your servers have similar computational and storage capacities.

Advantages of using Round Robin Load Balancing:

	Easy-to-understand and easy-to-apply technique
	It does not require much effort to set up
	Works on a clear mechanism
	It has an uncomplicated framework


With Round Robin Load Balancing, you can better handle the incoming requests and manage the load.

In case you are interested, and you want to learn more, check out the following article about Round Robin Load Balancing!
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